
  

 

Dear Shumaker Technology Group, 
 
I wanted to take a moment to express my heartfelt gratitude for the incredible opportunity to work as a web 
developer at Shumaker Technology Group for the past eight months. It has been an enriching experience that 
has not only broadened my technical skills but also enriched my personal and professional growth. 
 
During my time at Shumaker Technology Group, I had the privilege of working with a dynamic and dedicated 
team. The comfortable, teamwork-oriented environment fostered healthy and friendly relationships among 
colleagues, which, in turn, contributed significantly to our collective success. It was refreshing to come to work 
each day knowing that I was surrounded by individuals who were not only talented but also supportive and 
encouraging. This collaborative spirit made every project feel like a shared journey, knowing that I could take 
on challenges with assistance and support as I needed it. 
 
One aspect of my experience at Shumaker Technology Group that I truly cherish is the freedom and 
encouragement to explore and implement my creativity. The trust and confidence that the company placed in 
its employees allowed us to take ownership of our projects and come up with innovative solutions. Being able 
to develop WordPress sites and implement my own CSS and JavaScript, I always felt empowered to push the 
boundaries of what was possible. This creative freedom not only made work enjoyable but also led to the 
development of unique and effective designs for our clients. 
 
Another remarkable aspect of my time at Shumaker Technology Group was the emphasis on communication. 
Effective communication skills were not only valued but actively nurtured within the team. The transparent 
and open channels of communication, both within the team and with clients, played a pivotal role in ensuring 
that projects were executed smoothly and that client expectations were not just met but exceeded. This 
commitment to communication helped me grow as a professional, and I am immensely grateful for the 
opportunity to refine this skill here. 
 
In closing, I want to express my sincere appreciation for the trust and confidence you placed in me during my 
time at Shumaker Technology Group. I am proud to have been part of a company that values teamwork, 
creativity, and communication as much as Shumaker Technology Group does. The knowledge and experiences 
gained here will undoubtedly shape my career for years to come. 
 
Please accept my best wishes for the continued success and growth of Shumaker Technology Group. Thank 
you once again for this incredible experience. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Adrian Adiwidjaja 


